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Abstract—This short paper investigates how to improve
the confidence of speech balloon segmentation algorithms
from comic book images. It comes from the need of precise
indications about the quality of automatic processing in order
to accept or not each segmented regions as a valid result,
according to the application and without requiring any ground
truth. We discuss several applications like result quality as-
sessment for companies and automatic ground truth creation
from high confidence results to train machine learning based
systems.We present some ideas to combine several domain
knowledge information (e.g. shape, text, etc.) and produce an
improved confidence criterion.

I. INTRODUCTION

Digital comic content is produced to facilitate transport,
reduce publishing cost and allow reading on screens from
television to smartphones like newspapers and other docu-
ments. To get a user-friendly experience of digital comics
on all mediums, it is necessary to extract, identify and adapt
comic book content originally designed for paper print-
ing [1]. Comic book image content is composed of different
textual and graphical elements such as panel, balloon, text,
comic character and background.

The speech balloon is a major link between graphic and
textual elements. They can have various shapes (e.g., oval,
rectangular) and contours styles (e.g., smooth, wavy, spiky,
partial, absent). Speech balloons entirely surrounded by a
black line (closed) have attracted most of the researches
so far. They were initially based on region detection, seg-
mentation and filtering rules [2], [3] and evaluated on small
privates datasets. Liu et al. [4] proposed a clump splitting
based localization method which can detect both closed and
open speech balloons. They performed the evaluation on the
eBDtheque [5] dataset using recall and precision metrics.

In addition, Liu et al. [6] and Rigaud et al. [7] pro-
posed approaches making use of text contained in speech
balloons for segmenting speech balloon contours at pixel
level. They both used the same evaluation metric (recall and
precision) and dataset (eBDtheque) with a little difference
that Rigaud et al. computed a confidence value within their
contour candidate filtering operation.

All these approaches have been tested on datasets which
give indication about how well they perform and make
comparison possible with new researches. However, they can

Table I
EXAMPLES OF CONFIDENCE CRITERION FOR CORRECT AND WRONG

BALLOON SEGMENTATION.

ALL RIGHT, (i - .
BRAD . ,

WHANK you!
cShape = 0.92% cShape = 0.22%
cLex = 0.95% cLex = 0.00%

not give an indicator on a single detection out of the tested
dataset, except [7]. Private companies may not be satisfied
by such evaluation because published datasets may not
exactly reflect their private dataset characteristics. Moreover,
a confidence value associated to each detected element
would be helpful for deciding if it fits their requirements
or requires extra processing.

In this paper we propose an improvement of an existing
confidence criterion for speech balloon segmentation quality.

II. PROPOSED METHOD

We define the speech balloon segmentation confidence
criterion as a score between zero and one encoding the con-
fidence of each segmented region similarly to the confidence
value introduced in [7]. In [7], the confidence value is based
on two weighted variables such as the contained text (all
connected components) alignment cAlign and segmented
region shape cShape. We propose to strengthen the first
parameter initially based on alignment features (distance and
position analysis of neighbouring connected components)
by replacing it by the confidence value computed from
at least one Optical Character Recognition (OCR) system.
OCR systems take into account a lot of features to recognise
characters, words and text lines from images (e.g. alignment,
shape, size, spaces, contrast) which increases their results
reliability. Such systems usually provide a confidence value
associated to each results (classification likelihood) but in-



stead of using it , we preferred to use a readily observable
quantity that correlates well with true accuracy of the
recognized text as describe in [8]. This metric was originally
proposed to compare OCR system output performances but
in our case, we use it as an OCR independent indicator
about the OCR output quality. We compute, for each OCR
token, the minimum edit distance (Levenshtein distance) to
its most probable lexical equivalent from a lexicon of the
corresponding language (e.g. Grammalecte, WordNet). The
sum of these distances d over all tokens is, therefore, a
statistical measure for the OCR output, and the lexicality
defined as cLex = (1 - mean Levenshtein distance per
character ratio) is a measure for accuracy.

The second term cShape, as described in the original
publication [7], encodes the overall convexity of the balloon
outline in order to find how similar to a perfect bubble
(or rectangle) the balloon candidate is. It is defined as the
ratio between the Euclidean perimeter of the convex hull of
the measured shape S and the Euclidean perimeter of the
measured shape S as follows:

cShape =
arcLength(hull(S))

arcLength(S)
(1)

The original Equation (2) from [7] becomes as follows
when we replace cAlign by cLex:

C = α× cLex+ β × cShape (2)

The best weighting parameter values were validated as
α = 0.75 and β = 0.25 in [7] (α + β = 1). However,
because cLex is based on really different features compared
to the original cAlign parameter, they both need to be re-
validated according to the desired application. The main
advantage of replacing the alignment-based measure by a
OCR-based measure is that it is much more reliable to detect
the presence of text with a high confidence inside segmented
regions, thanks to the growing progress of OCR systems [9].
However, if the OCR system is not able to recognize a part
of text because it is written with an “unseen” typewritten
font or handwritten style, it will result in a poor confidence
score even if the segmentation region is a true positive. Also,
words may be recognized as others, or with minor errors and
still get a good confidence score in some cases.

An example of the proposed confidence criterion is given
Table I. In this table, segmented contours are represented
in cyan and convex hulls in red in the first row. Wrong
transcriptions are highlighted in red in OCR output in the
second row. Corresponding confidences are given in the last
row.

III. CONCLUSION

This short paper investigates how to compute a confidence
criterion that can indicate speech balloon segmentation qual-
ity without requiring any ground truth. It relies on comics
domain knowledge i.e. bubble-like shape and text content.

It may be suitable for continuous quality control in large
digitization and indexation processes or automatic ground
truth generation for machine learning techniques.

In the future, we would like to investigate other features
that can improve further the quality of such confidence
criterion. The combination with external information like
the position in the panel and the overlap with other elements
could be other sources of information to aggregate.
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